“We have ways to make you talk.”
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FEATURES

NEAR MYTH: OSKAR KNIGHT

LOTUS BLOSSOMS

Reality gets kind of blurred – what else is new? -- in ﬁlmmaker
Scott Fivelson’s chronicle of the life and times of one of
Hollywood’s greatest directors.

The 2018 Lotus Blossoms residencies in area grade schools run from
March 19 thru April 11 and will feature 7 artists, 5 countries, 4 Our
Fathers and 3 Hail Marys. Sorry--forget that last part--we were thinking
about Lent.

by Richard Fish

By Paul Sturm

A MOMENT OF SCIENCE

Co-hosts Don Glass and Yaël Ksander discuss the past and the
future of A Moment of Science on the 30th anniversary of the
program. They also talk about naked mole rats.

CHEF ERIKA YOCHUM

When she’s not preparing food at Feast, Chef Erika cooks with students
at Templeton.

By Peter LoPilato

By Anthony Scott Piatt

A BRIEF HISTORY OF ELECTRONIC
AND DANCE MUSIC

SALMON RUSHDIE

In 1989, the author of The Satanic Verses was in hiding. A bounty
was oﬀered for his execution. Now he’s coming to IU for an honorary
degree.

A technological and sociocultural look at the roots of electronic
music and its dance music variation – everything you’ve always
wanted to know about drum machines and synthesizers.

By Marie Metelnick

By Ken Shafer

COLUMNS
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LOVE SONGS FOR
A LASTING WORLD

Little Potato, Thrush Song and Sandhill Sighting; Malcolm
Dalglish reveals the origin stories of the songs on the
Oolites playlist.
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WATCHING THE BEATS

Cynthia Brubaker has turned the I Fell Gallery
into a showcase for exhibitions, video, poetry, and ﬁlm.
By KD Self

STAGES

TABLES

Graham Nash, Rostam and Sm Morill are
performing in Bloomington this month
By Anthony Scott Piatt
Cognac at Finch’s, Irish whiskey at C3 and more
By Anthony Scott Piatt

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

In The Shape of Water, the passenger riding the bus is holding. . .
• A box of doughnuts
• A piece of cake
• An ice cream cone
• A bag of popcorn

Answer to Last Week’s
Question:
The bulls riding the bus in
Ferdinand are eating.

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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K ar de m im m it

LOTUS BLOSSOMS

BRINGS THE WORLD TO OUR SCHOOLS
– by Paul Sturm

Lotus Education & Arts Foundation presents the 23rd Annual
Lotus Blossoms, a series of free multicultural arts and education events for kids and their families. Over the years, and
with the help of local educators and administrators, Lotus Blossoms has served thousands of area children and their families.
The 2018 Lotus Blossoms residencies in area grade schools
run from March 19 thru April 11 and will feature 7 artists/
ensembles from 5 countries (Angola, Finland, India, Uganda,
USA). While these events are not open to the public, it’s gratifying to know that the Lotus Education & Arts Foundation is
running such an expansive calendar of world culture experiential learning programs for our area schools.
The public events – all free – include short concerts by Kardemimmit (from Finland), Victor Gama (from Angola), Dance
of Hope (from Uganda), and Giri & Uma Peters (from Nashville, TN), with 3 concerts in Bloomington, 2 in Indianapolis,
and 1 in Columbus.
Kardemimmit is a local fave ensemble. The women of
Kardemimmit sing and play the Finnish national instrument
– the kantele (similar to a zither or dulcimer). The quartet
has mastered both the 15- and 38-stringed kantele, which
they use to accompany their delicate, tight vocal harmonies
sung in a style known as “reki.” Kardemimmit will perform
on Wed, 3/21, 4pm-4:45pm at Meadowood Retirement Community; and on Fri, 3/23, 12:30pm-1:15pm at Sidney & Lois
Eskenazi Hospital in Indianapolis.
Victor Gama is an Angolan composer, musicologist, performer, and designer of contemporary musical instruments
for new music. His Bloomington concert will focus on 2 of
his instruments: the Acrux and Toha. The Acrux is a circular
thumb piano with keys stacked vertically, housed in a large
hemispherical structure made of ﬁberglass. The harp-like Toha
was inspired by the nest of the weaver bird. Like these densely
woven nests, Gama’s instrument and its music weave together
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the complex strands of our cultural, social, spiritual, and natural world. Gama will perform a concert of pieces for Acrux and
Toha on Thu, 3/22, 7pm-8pm at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater.
Dance of Hope explores the transformational power of music
and dance to raise awareness and improve life for the many
Ugandan children who are orphaned, displaced, or living in
poverty. This vibrant music and dance spectacular features Africa’s newest cast of young performers, and its artistic director
and producer, Kinobe, performed at the 2009 and 2010 Lotus
World Music & Arts Festivals, as well as Lotus Blossoms in
2015. Dance of Hope will perform on Thu, 3/29, 7pm-8pm at
the Monroe County Public Library; and on Fri, 3/30, 12:30pm1:15pm at Sidney & Lois Eskenazi Hospital in Indianapolis.
Giri & Uma Peters: these siblings are award-winning
multi-instrumentalists who astonish audiences with their refreshing, soulful blend of old-time, roots, and bluegrass music.
They perform on Tue, 4/3, 7pm-8pm at Indiana University-Purdue University Columbus.
The annual Lotus Blossoms World Bazaar “Family Day” is
on Sat., April 7, 11am-3pm at Fairview Elementary School.
Since its creation in 1996, the Lotus Blossoms World Bazaar
has become a tradition in local elementary schools and in the
community as a whole. Every year, Lotus volunteers from
the Bloomington community come together to help present
international music, language, arts and craft activities that
allow children and their families to have a fun and engaging
hands-on experience with world cultures. It’s free and open
to the public; four hours of global fun for all ages, this year
hosted at Fairview Elementary School.
Check the Lotus website (www.lotusfest.org) for Lotus
Blossom updates, and contact the Lotus office at 812-3366599 for any questions.
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WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...
by Anthony Scott Piatt

...LIVE MUSIC

AN INTIMATE EVENING OF SONGS AND STORIES WITH GRAHAM NASH
MARCH 16TH @ 8PM - THE BUSKIRK CHUMLEY THEATER
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https://bctboxoﬃce.org/event/intimate-evening-songs-stories-graham-nash/

BONE THUGS-N-HARMONY
MARCH 22ND @ 9PM - THE BLUEBIRD

ROSTAM

MARCH 29TH @ 9:30PM - THE BISHOP PRESENTED BY SPIRIT OF ‘68
The son of Iranian refugees, Grammy Award-winning producer and songwriter Rostam Batmanglij
was born in Washington, D.C. in 1983. He attended
Columbia University where he studied classical
music, and simultaneously focused on songwriting, recording, and production in his own time. In
his last year there he began producing the ﬁrst fulllength album of his career, Vampire Weekend’s self
titled debut which would be the ﬁrst of three gold
records with Rostam as producer.
The beginning of 2016 saw Rostam announcing his
departure from Vampire Weekend’s membership,
with a door left open to further collaboration in
songwriting and production. It also saw the oﬃcial
release of new Rostam solo music, including the
songs “EOS”, “Wood”, and “Gravity Don’t Pull
Me”.
By the end of 2016 Rostam had contributed
songwriting and production to several of the most
important albums of that year.

2017 sees further opportunities to hear both new
Rostam solo music as well as several unexpected collaborations. And ﬁnally, after opening for
Brian Wilson at Brooklyn’s Northside festival and
headlining a sold-out outdoor show at LA’s Broad
Museum in the summer 2016, the opportunity to
see Rostam perform new music in some of the most
exciting venues in America.
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...THEATER
CABARET

MARCH 20TH AND 21ST - IU AUDITORIUM
Based on Roundabout Theatre Company’s Tony Award-winning production, Sam
Mendes (Skyfall, American Beauty) and Rob Marshall’s (Into the Woods and Chicago,
the ﬁlms) Cabaret comes to IU Auditorium.

Welcome to the infamous Kit Kat Klub, where the emcee, Sally Bowles, and a raucous
ensemble take the stage nightly to tantalize the crowd—and to leave their troubles
outside. But as life in pre-WWII Germany grows more and more uncertain, will the decadent allure of Berlin nightlife be enough to get them through their dangerous times?
Come hear some of the most memorable songs in theatre history, including “Cabaret,”
“Willkommen,” and “Maybe This Time.” Leave your troubles outside, life is beautiful
at Cabaret—John Kander, Fred Ebb, and Joe Masteroﬀ’s Tony-winning musical about
following your heart while the world loses its way

...COMEDY
SAM MORRIL

MARCH 15TH - 17TH - THE COMEDY ATTIC
Sam Morril, one of the fastest-rising stand-up comics in New York City, is also one of the
best joke writers in the scene today. How do you know that’s true? Because he is writing
this bio, and he wouldn’t lie about that to get extra work.
In 2011, Sam won The Laughing Skull Comedy Festival in Atlanta and was named one
of Comedy Central’s “Comics to Watch.” More recently, Sam has been seen on Comedy
Central’s Adam Devine’s House Party, “Conan” on TBS twice, and is a regular on Fox
News’ “Red Eye.”

He’s also been on Last Comic Standing, @Midnight, and Inside Amy Schumer. Sam
recorded his debut album on Comedy Central records, which went to #1 on iTunes and
made numerous top 10 lists. He also released his very own half-hour Comedy Central
special.
You can see Sam regularly at The Comedy Cellar in New York City, and some other
clubs. He even pops into those pretentious indy hipster shows, and is regularly on the
road hitting new cities.

Now is your chance to see Sam. Do it soon before you catch swine ﬂu or something. It’s
out there!

TRUMP TWEET:
IMAGINE HOW BIG TRUMP’S NUCLEAR BUTTON LOOKS
NEXT TO HIS TINY HANDS.
7:46 PM - 2 JAN 2018

THE COMPLETE HISTORY OF COMEDY (ABRIDGED)
PRESENTED BY CARDINAL STAGE COMPANY

MARCH 30TH THRU APRIL 15TH - IVY
TECH WALDRON AUDITORIUM
by Reed Martin and Austin Tichenor
THE COMPLETE HISTORY OF COMEDY
(ABRIDGED)
MAR 30 - APR 15
Ivy Tech Waldron Auditorium

Whimsical, witty, and just a little
bawdy – join us for a rollicking
review of comedy through the ages!
From the high-brow to the low, this
boisterous performance is all about
quick minds, what makes us laugh,
and what’s fair game for laughter.
This show leaves no joke untold as
the entire history of comedy is unraveled and revealed as a guaranteed
“non-stop, two-hour laugh fest!”

MARCH 2018
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WHAT TO DIGEST WHEN
YOU’RE EXPECTING...
BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT

Tables is our look at culinary craft events. Our previews give preference to fundraisers and education,
while also presenting seasonal menus, local specialties, festivals and special nights of entertainment involving food. We focus on the craft of cooking and the
use of food as a community builder.

…SEASONAL EVENTS
‘GNAC FOR WARMING UP YOUR WINTER
Hors d’oeuvres & Cognac with an option
for a 3-Course meal after the tasting.

Finch’s upstairs is well suited to this
catered Cognac & Armagnac tasting from
6:00-7:30. With seating and private space
to taste and enjoy ‘Gnac and just enough

February 21st @ 6PM - Finch’s Brasserie

food to hold you over til dinner. Sample
and purchase, near cost, no less than 8
selected cognacs including Domaine d’Esperance, Paul Marie Pineau des Charentes,
Navarre 50, Janneau VS Grand Armagnac,
AE DOR Napoleon & Cigar, Maison Gelas,
and Frapin XO.

Downstairs, with the wood ﬁred oven,
bar and brasserie seating, the experience
continues with 20% oﬀ dinner. Reservations suggested as space is limited for
tasting tickets and after ‘Gnac dinner,
812.333.2700 to secure a spot.

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS
March 12th - 17th - Finch’s Brasserie

“While the kids are away the Locals
specials on food and cocktails.” For
cials daily 5PM to 10PM. Shirts will
can PLAY!” Candace invites you to
the week of spring break, Finch’s will be dry and uncontested.
“Come have some fun at Finch’s with be closed for lunch and serving spe-

…TASTINGS
NEW CELLAR OFFERINGS WINE TASTINGS
March 1st and 22nd @ 6PM to 8PM - Feast Market and Cellar

Taking into account the season and new
wines to the Feast cellar, you can keep
up to date on the library of wines Feast
carries with March’s bi-monthly tastings.
There is a ﬁve dollar fee to taste. Reservations welcome but not required at

812-287-8615.

wine selection, “Jennifer Burt, my sister
You can get an overview of the wine cellar and co-owner, is the one who hand picks
and Chef Erika Yochum’s schoolyard gar- and tastes all of the wines that we carry
at the cellar. We couldn’t run the business
den project in our interview included in
this issue. Erika added this regarding the without the help, dedication, and hard
work of one another. Cheers!”

IRISH WHISKEY TASTING
March 7th @ 6PM to 8PM - C3

Another free event at C3. They usually host these in the side
room and it works well. Dinner is usually part of the night for

my visits, but you can always pop in for a nip and move on with
your evening plans.

YOUNGER THAN SPRINGTIME WINES
March 23rd @ 6PM to 8PM - Ivy Tech John Waldron Arts Center

Chef Jack Baker pours his knowledge
into this class. Spring wines such as
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Arneis,
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Torrontes and others will be explored
with light food pairings. Plan ahead as
registration ends March 16, which you

can do online at www.ivytech.edu/
bloomington/cll.
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…MISCELLANEOUS
FOOD EVENTS

Spring/Summer

Adult Softball Leagues

SPANISH WINE
AND COCKTAIL DINNER

To register a team, go to
bloomington.in.gov/softball.

Reservations are required for this ﬁesta at 812-287-8027. The evening
has four courses and a reception that include among them a wine and
cocktail starter, Shrimp with a Faustino VII Blanco, a classic Spanish
second course with chorizo paired with the ﬁrst of two Reserva Rioja’s,
this the Faustino V. The third course introduces the Gran Reserva Rioja
with Lamb and more. Chocolate and brandy are involved in the fourth
course, I could’ve started and stopped with chocolate and brandy, huh?

USA Softball-sanctioned league is
designed for all levels of play.

February 25th @ 6PM - C3

Men’s and Women’s leagues:
$720 for 12-games
Co-rec leagues:
$675 for 10-games

TASTE OF THE WORLD

March 1–31:
Teams register online

March 1st @ 4PM to 6PM - Ivy Tech Bloomington, Shreve Hall

Ryder:
This multicultural foodThe
and music
fest isPeter
indoors and free. We got to
chat with the chair of the Global Studies Committee, Nejla Routsong.
She showed deep enthusiasm for this celebration and says, “This is a
Size: 1/2 page vertical
kid-friendly event and food is provided - bring your family and friends!”

League play begins the week of April 17.
Register online and choose day and
league. Staff will adjust league placement
if necessary. After registering online, pay
a minimum deposit of half the league fee.

3.15” x 9.7”

Nejla went on to share this overview, “This event celebrates the food
and culture of countries associated with the Ivy Tech community. The
Adult
Spring
event is free and open Description:
to the public and will
include
food and
from dozens
Summer
Softballand local
of diﬀerent countries prepared by Ivy Tech
culinary students
restaurants, live entertainment from IU’s international student clubs
on stage, as well as a community
project
directed by Bloomington’s
Insertionart
Date:
February/March
collaborative artist Joe LaMantia.”

2018

You can contact Nejla at nroutsong@ivytech.edu.

Contact: Julie Ramey
812-349-3719

“Tables” encourages you to remember John Robbins as you enjoy the
ride… “It may be healthier to eat beer and franks with cheer and thanks,
than to eat sprouts and bread with doubts and dread.”
[editor’s note:]
ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT
has volunteered at WFHB for
20 years so far and publicized
David Grisman, The Skatalites,
Cubanismo and more. He accepts
comments and hate mail at
writer4ryder@gmail.com.

Day
Su
Su
Su
M
Tu
Tu
W
W
Th
Th
Th

League

Co-Rec Comp
Co-Rec Rec
Co-Rec Lower*
Men’s Comp
Men’s Comp
Men’s Rec
Men’s Comp
Men’s Rec
Men’s Open
Men’s Rec
Women’s**

Rule Highlights

3 HR
3 HR, men bat weak-hand
0 HR, men bat weak-hand
3 HR
3 HR
0 HR
3 HR
0 HR
5 HR (highest level league)
0 HR
0 HR

*Male players in Co-Rec Comp are not permitted to play in Co-Rec Lower.
**Women’s league will use a weighted schedule
(higher level teams will play each other more often.)

MORE COMPETITIVE
Men’s Open
Men’s Comp Co-Rec Comp Women’s**
Men’s Rec Co-Rec Rec

Women’s**

Co-Rec Lower
MORE RECREATIONAL
**Women’s league will use a weighted schedule
(higher level teams will play each other more often.)

For more information contact
Hsiung Marler at 812-349-3742
or marlerh@bloomington.in.gov.
btownparks
Photo by Brooke Lark on Unsplash
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Bloomington Parks and
Recreation Department
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As a companion to our Tables section we dive into, and share the exploration of Southern Indiana’s
culinary oﬀerings with the help of local chefs and food industry pros. We continue our focus on
community action and special projects and get to know your local purveyors through interviews
regarding their involvement of these events.

FARM TO TABLE. Community building. From adding ready
to eat food to the farmer’s market, using farmer’s food to build
menus and two eateries, continuing to build connections with
lessons from international visitors and using them very locally
by sponsoring an “edible schoolyard” in viewing distance of
her restaurant… we interviewed Chef Erika Yochum of Feast to
see what drives her and what plans lie ahead.
[ANTHONY PIATT]: Those that know Feast have often been
introduced to the food at the Bloomington Farmer’s Market.
But, the market didn’t even have prepared food a dozen years
ago. How did it come about that Feast was the ﬁrst provider of
ready to eat “farmer’s” food at the market?

FEAST CHEF

ERIKA YOCHUM

MENTORS “SCHOOLYARD GARDEN” AND COOKING
WITH TEMPLETON KIDS, INSPIRED BY ALICE WATERS
SEMINAR AND MEETING
by Anthony Scott Piatt
goods they reluctantly agreed to let me sell, but I had to set up away from
the market by the entrance to the city building. I was happy to be there, but
the market vibe and hustle wasn’t the same. Thankfully, there wasn’t enough
electricity for my needs and they moved me down to the edge of the market.
I was getting closer! I think after a busy season and long lines everyone
realized the more people that come to the market the better for everyone…
produce growers, ﬂower vendors, and small time tamale rollers. There is a
food court now. Enough said!
[AP]: The original location for selling tamales at market was, decidedly, on
the outskirts. There is now a food court. What’s the criteria regarding local
sourcing for serving food at market as far as restaurant, farm prepared, prepackaged and other foods? And is it primarily dishes that are based on food
available at market?
[CE]: I don’t know the exact percentage but a certain amount of your ingredients need to be local. Because we strive to use local ingredients and cook
seasonally we parallel our food oﬀerings with that which is at the market.
[AP]: Your work with farmers and the market helped launched Feast Cafe.
Understanding that you continue to work with farms and orchards, the
seasonal nature of those sources must aﬀect menus and specials. How do
you balance seasonal and short supplies with providing the experience your
customers know as Feast?
[CE]: The kitchens excitement ﬂows along with the ﬁrst ramp from Lucas
Lane Farms. Then, the ﬁrst Heartland Family Farm strawberry. Then, to
the cherry tomatoes and eggplant and then, to winter squash which we
use until we start dreaming about ramps again. When something is in season we tend to get our ﬁll of it... so, tomatoes are going to be grated into
gazpacho, roasted in a sauce, sliced on our blt, and showcased with all
the beautiful heirlooms, and sold on a board with some crusty bread and
cheese. Our customers have gotten used to our ever changing menu and
know we are a place in which they can get chanterelles (even if it’s just for
a few weeks) or local corn or local grass fed beef.
[AP]: What are some of the local farms you work with? When we ﬁrst spoke
about this piece for The Ryder you mentioned an orchard in Trafalgar that
has, is it bred, a new apple variety?
[CE]: We work with Rhodes for beef and sausage. Heartland Family Farms
supplies a lot to us. All kinds of winter squash sweet potatoes, greens, herbs,
tomatoes, her blueberries which were frozen and stashed away are now on our
menu as the spoon fruit (what feast calls their jam) that is served with our morning toast and the famous brunch biscuits. Lucas Lane provides amazing, hard to
ﬁnd heirloom varieties. When Kevin comes with a delivery he always has a new
spicy tender green or miniature Italian eggplant that’s as bright as an orange with
purple stripes, something none of us have tasted. Bread & Roses provides the
most ﬂavorful herbs and big sunburst tomatoes. Foragers show up with morels
and chicken of the woods. And Apple Works changed our lives with a variety
called Gold Rush. So privileged to work with dedicated farmers!
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[CHEF ERIKA]: My ﬁrst vending experience at the farmers
market was selling ﬂowers that were grown on family land in
Brown County. After a short time of living in California, I came
home and had my family over for dinner and tried to replicate
the tamales that I had grown to love when I lived there.
They were welcomed with so much enthusiasm, I decided to
approach the farmers market board to see if I could sell them
hot and ready to eat at the market. At this time the market
was only for farmers and the board was not as excited to have
me there as my family was eating the tamales. After a few
more board meetings and samples of my tamales and baked

KIDS ARE OPEN AND EXCITED TO WORK W ITH FOOD.
IT’S ONE PART MESS, ONE PART PLEASURE, ONE PART
SCIENCE EXPERIMENT, WHAT MORE DOES A KID WANT?
[AP]: So, the cafe is going well, you open the Feast Cellar with a bigger space
and a ﬂoor to ceiling wine cellar, you just participated in the Community
Kitchen’s Chef’s Challenge. I’m saying you’re busy already, but you have
recently started sponsoring Templeton Middle School’s “Edible Schoolyard.”
Tell us about growing food and cooking with the kids.
[CE]: As a mother to three kids who grew up in the kitchen with me, it only
seemed natural to teach kids how to cook and to share with them how enjoyable
and essential it is to eat good food. I ﬁrst held classes out of my home in Brown
County. Kids are open and excited to work with food. It’s one part mess, one part
pleasure, one part science experiment, what more does a kid want?
I have always been a admirer of Alice Waters and hearing her speak last
summer inspired me to get involved with the school right across from the
cafe. Templeton school garden became my new hangout, in the garden and
cooking with the kids in the multi age classroom, using things grown and
harvested in their garden. Such pride in their faces after we made something
and they got to pass their creation out to their peers and teachers.
[AP]: The Ryder covered Alice Waters’ visit to Bloomington. Our readers will
have some exposure to her ideas, but can you give us an overview of her
mission? Especially what inspired you about her philosophy?
[CE]: Alice Waters edible schoolyard vision is to regard gardens and kitchens
as interactive classrooms that help provide sustainable, delicious, and free
lunch for every student. Alice talks about food being the one thing in our
experience as humans that opens our senses and our conscience to our place
in the world.
[AP]: You’ve mention the Templeton garden has some repairs and possibly
expansion planned. How can our readers support the project?
[CE]: Feast plans to hold a beneﬁt dinner to raise much needed funds for the
garden this spring. They need simple things like fencing and seeds. Helping
hands and a bit of time weeding goes a long way.
Anyone that is interested in getting involved can email me at erika.lisa.
yochum@gmail.com.
[AP]: The IU Food Institute is supportive of the Templeton project. Tell us
about their involvement.
[CE]: Carl Ipsen, who was instrumental in bringing Alice Waters to Bloomington and directs the IU Food Project will be teaming up with Feast to
coordinate the beneﬁt dinner.
Thanks again to Chef Erika Yochum, check out her original Feast Cafe and
Feast Cellar. And, to our readers, happy eating.
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photo by K.D. Self

The Up Side of

I Fell
Gallery
Wat c hi ng
t he Beats
B y K.D. S el f
The I Fell Gallery (at Fourth & Rogers, beside the Rainbow
Bakery) has become an impressive exhibition space for established
as well as emerging local artists. In an effort to learn more about
their expanding mission, I chatted with I Fell founder, artist and
architectural preservationist Cynthia Brubaker.
Cindy: My involvement with the I Fell building
and gallery grew from my obsession with architectural
preservation. I have been involved with numerous
preservation and rehab projects, mostly in Bloomington, and
my favorite kind of architecture is industrial. In 2010, I was put
in touch with someone looking for a ceramic studio location,
and this former auto showroom,
the 1930s I Fell building,
was available. Real estate is
expensive downtown, but our
long-term lease arrangement,
which included doing a lot
of rehab work ourselves, has
allowed us to stay.
In terms of space usage, we
had a pretty good vision from
the beginning. The ceramic
studio moved, but individual
artist studios are situated around the perimeter of current
gallery areas. We never envisioned the gallery space to be so
large, but in late 2012, after Jeremy Sweet’s devotion show was
a hit, Dale Enochs encouraged me to do monthly shows.
Since then, despite having no paid staff, every month we
provide space for different exhibitions, including shows by I
Fell resident artists every January. A gallery committee makes
decisions on what gets shown, and a resident artist—
Angela Caldwell—is the first contact for rental space. We
also have a number of wonderful gallery assistants/interns
(mostly undergrads from Ivy Tech and/or IU). In addition
to the larger main gallery, there has been a lot of interest in
the smaller “pop-up” space; artists can rent that area for First
Fridays (or, occasionally, for a full month). Previously, nobody
seemed to know we were here, but that is changing. And, I
want people to realize we are expanding usages. Beyond the
visual arts, we have video, poetry, and film performances.

For example,
Cynthia Brubaker
the Cicada Cinema
folks rented space to
screen The Florida Project; they previously showed films at the Void.
With the loss of the Void, there is some discussion about allowing
musical performances here. However, we try to be sensitive that
usage involving loud volume levels is timed in collaboration with
our resident artists’ needs. The way the I Fell is funded is basically
through gallery space rentals; commissions from gallery sales;
and resident artist studio rentals. But we are open to new uses.
Nevertheless, the most exciting thing right now is increasing interest
in the art gallery. We have a lot of great
material coming from artists wanting to
show and perform. And, I am always
happily surprised at how much great art
there is in this town.
Deneise: Since you will be acrossthe-street neighbors, how do you think
the (coming in April) FAR Center for the
Contemporary Arts will affect the I Fell
Gallery.
Cindy: The difference between the
FAR Center and the I Fell Gallery is that
we are very much a ground-up entity. We have slowly evolved to this
point, and I have always looked to the people around me to be part of
that process. I have had a strong vision—this is an industrial building,
and I want to keep that as part of how we deal physically with the
space. However, I don’t have money; we have created this gallery by
doing work ourselves. Unlike several other galleries in town, we do
not sell products, and we have no subsidy. By comparison, across the
street, one day they are going to open the door and it will be all ready.
Folks who do have resources have undertaken a very intense spatial
restructuring. It will be nice, upscale. And, the fact that it is there
should attract people to this corner who might not come otherwise.
On a marketing level, this is a good thing. Also, it will mean the I Fell
will no longer be alone on the edge of the downtown arts scene; now
there will be two art centers at Fourth and Rogers. How great that
there is such arts diversity in Bloomington?

Beyond the visual
arts, we have video,
poetry, and film
performances.
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Contact K.D. Self at ChoosingActiveCompassion@gmail.com
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BY M A R I E M E T E L N I C K

T H E DA N G E R A N D DE L I G H T OF SA L M A N RU S H DI E

[editor’s note: Sir Salman Rushdie, will receive an honorary
degree and present a lecture at the IU Auditorium on Thursday,
March 29.]
I still remember when I discovered Salman Rushdie’s
writing. I was taking a world literature class at university in
the early 1980s. Rushdie’s second book, Midnight’s Children,
had won the Booker Prize in 1981, drawing critical attention
and establishing him as a promising new Commonwealth
writer.
Midnight’s Children was unlike anything else I had ever
read. Rushdie writes in the style of magical realism, blending
elements of history and fairy tale. The heroes of Midnight’s
Children are the Indian children born in the hour after midnight
on the day India is established as a modern country. Each
character is possessed of special powers that wane the farther
they are born from midnight, their lives cosmically tied to the
destiny of the young nation, and told through the eyes of the
eldest, Saleem Sinai, born on the stroke of midnight.
For me, a white Anglo-Saxon university student, raised on
the familiar tropes and language and culture of the canon of
British novelists, Midnight’s Children was just as magical in its
details as its fanciful plot. Here were the tastes and textures of
India, foreign and exotic to me, but familiar as the everyday to
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the protagonist who lived them. It was the culture and experience
of India and the subcontinent told from the inside, through the
eyes of a native citizen, instead of the colonial projections of the
British novelists that I had grown up with. I fell in love with the
book, its world and its voice, and I prowled the bookstores for
more Rushdie works.
Rushdie’s writing has always had a political heart. When
his most famous book, The Satanic Verses, was published in 1988,
I was disappointed. The plot was as full of Rushdie’s elaborate
coincidences and magical constructions as his previous books,
but for me, it felt forced at times. I wondered if turning his
attention from the history of the nations he loved to a religion
he knew but rejected had weighed down his trademark fanciful
lightness.
The world didn’t share my view. The book met with critical
praise. There was talk of another Booker Prize. With three
popular successes, Rushdie’s reputation as a literary powerhouse
was cemented.
And then came the Fatwa.
On Valentine’s Day 1989, Ayatollah Khomeini, then spiritual
leader of Iran, declared the book blasphemous to Islam and
called publicly for Salman Rushdie’s execution. A bounty was
offered for his death.
It was shocking. A public death sentence for writing a book?

RYDER

In North America, we associate capital punishment with extremes of
violence. Canada has outright banned it, and in the United States, we reserve
it for the worst of violent offenders: murderers and terrorists. Across history,
and even in our modern era, governments around the world have suppressed
or punished artists critical of their regimes, but to reach across national lines to
deliver an international death sentence felt like something new, an escalation of
the tension between the Christian and Islamic worlds.
There were protests and violence around the world in the aftermath of the
fatwa – book burnings, bookstores firebombed, and assassinations of some of the
people involved in publishing The Satanic Verses. The British government broke
off diplomatic relations with Iran because of the incident – they were not restored
until 1998. Rushdie was placed under police protection in the UK and lived in
hiding for decades after.
It was illuminating and ironic that the imams attributed so much power
to the words Rushdie wrote that they demanded his extinction from the world
stage – as if ending his life would erase his words. In The Satanic Verses, Rushdie
had confronted religion, the arena where words are more than sounds or marks
on paper, where they carry the weight of divine intent, and in their persecution
of Rushdie the imams had transferred that power to his words as well. They
transformed him from an up-and-coming novelist with a promising literary
career into a political figure – giving his words power in courtrooms and state
houses far beyond the reach of another novelist. He became a lightning-rod for
tensions between East and West, religion and secular power.
In this day of digital communication and online technology, it’s easy to
dismiss the impact of something as innocuous and old-fashioned as a book.
But Salman Rushdie’s life and artistic work are vivid reminders that ideas are
the most powerful force on earth. Political manifestos and religious tracts are
the driving force behind
governments and religious
institutions, and underlie
every facet of modern life.
And novels, poetry,
all the works of literary
art, hold the ultimate
power to transform reality
itself. We use them to
inspire each other, to
bridge the gap between
misunderstanding
and communication,
to convince disbelief,
to question authority,
to suggest change and
possibility, and to celebrate
the human spirit.
So perhaps the imams
and I are both right
about Salman Rushdie’s
work. Can novels be both
dangerous and delightful?
Read and decide for
yourself.
Salman Rushdie’s visit
is part of the IU Arts and
Humanities Council’s 2018
Global Arts and Humanities
Festival: India Remixed. His
talk “Wonder Tales: East
Meets West” will examine
the source of literature in the
fabulist tales of the East, as
well as Western folktale, and
how these are relevant to the
modern world.

It was
shocking.
A public death
sentence for
writing a
book? As if
ending his life
would erase
his words.
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LOVE
SONGS

Lasting World with Charlie on the drum.
All photos are by Kevin Atkins.
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By Malcolm Dalglish

Words and music, I always assume, began together. In poetry,
words remember song. In my own work, for a long time, the words
have seemed to be in search of their native or appropriate music.
And so I am glad that Malcolm Dalglish heard them that way and
supplied the music, giving the poems a completeness that I desired
but never imagined.
-- Wendell Berry
There are times in nature when wordless poetry washes
over me and I feel pulled into a pure sound or passing image.
These transcendent moments are given word and resonance in
Wendell Berry’s poetry. In his Jefferson Lecture he said, “Truth,
nature, imagination, affection, love, hope, beauty, joy…Those
words are hard to keep still within their definitions; they make
the dictionary hum like a beehive.” It’s within the resonance
of those words “we find our indispensable humanity, without
which we are lost and in danger.” Those words are the
playground for the Ooolites.
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Oolite with 2 o’s is a type of limestone. Ooolite with 3 o’s is a
typo that I liked and left. It has become the ever-expanding band of
singers from across the continent that migrate to sing my music, from
Yosemite National Park to the BCT stage. Ooolite begins with an Ooo
as in “ooo ‘n awe” and ends with light, bringing a smile when you
say it.
Here is the playlist for this year’s winter benefit for Middle Way
House, Love Songs for a Lasting World.
Lasting World was adapted from a Wendell Berry poem, that
inspired the name Love Songs for a Lasting World:
Whatever happens,
those who have learned
to love one another
have made their way
to the lasting world
and will not leave,
whatever happens.

RYDER

Originally, the song was composed for a convergence of
choirs marching to a bonfire in the city of Hobart, Tasmania,
on a winter’s night. The choirs had no way of staying together,
so the ambient tonality had to work in chaos. This wild and
cacophonous love song opens the show, then later takes it to
the streets as a lantern-lit parade to a bonfire with pie. While
Berry ‘s poem looks back from “those who have learned,”
this march puts us into the middle of those who are learning,
making their way; making their way to a lasting world, a path
from which they will never leave. The song lyrics are: Whatever
happens, learning to love, we make our way to the lasting world and
from the lasting world we will never leave, whatever happens.
Little Potato celebrates becoming a new father. I was
cradling our little baby daughter Naomi up next to my head,
rocking forward and back. This little potato song came out. The
line “I’ll go and play in the mud to be with you my spud” was
prophetic; Naomi, runs a pottery with her husband, Michael
Hunt, in North Carolina.
La Valse Pour les Petites Juenes Filles (The Waltz for
the Little Girls) - Back in the 70s Grey Larsen, Judy Klein and
I, bleary eyed from a long journey, were greeted at 4 AM by
our friends Raymond and Andre holding forth on the empty
Verviers train platform in the heart of the Wallon region of
Belgium. Raymond was a tall skinny fiddler with a wraparound grin wider than his body. No English; he spoke with
a dancing fiddle bow. Andre was a gentle whisper of a guy
with a twinkle in his eye, a subtle wit, and a full-stops-out
melodeon caterpillared across his lap. Such a surreal and
glorious welcome! They took us home to an ancient farmstead.
We woke the next morning to the sound of cows and a raucous
commotion out in the courtyard. A farmer, shaving cream still
on his face, burst from his kitchen door with a little boy trailing
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behind, both
chasing after
some cows
that had
nudged the
gate open and
were ambling
up the dirt
road. Out for
a morning
walk, Judy
and I passed
through a
small milk
barn where
a little girl
with rosy
cheeks stood,
awkwardly
beaming up
Malcolm Dalglish
at us with
her hands
hiding something behind her back. As we walked past, we saw a
calf nudging her from behind, nursing on her fingers. We walked up
the dirt road where the farmer, shaving cream still on his face, and
little boy proudly waving a stick, were herding the renegade cows
back. The phantoms of world wars had passed over this land, and
now the fields were all dreamy and rolling and tufted with trees. The
brisk morning air reset our clocks. When we returned, the lads were
out in the cobblestoned farm courtyard, stringing up tune after tune
in the bright sun. Fueled by bread and chocolate, we played out the
morning, learned this tune, and took it to the dance that night.
Swifts is a song that utilizes observations of this amazing bird to
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celebrate the joys of family life. Swifts
rarely touch the ground. They fly in the
air all day, playing in the storm clouds,
eating insects, swooping down for a
drink, falling while mating, snapping
off twigs midflight to make a nest.
Summer evenings, our family would
lie down in the parking lot of Harmony
School just after sunset to watch them
swirl together around the chimney. Just
before darkness swallowed them up,
you could see them lilt and tilt above the
chimney and then suddenly, as though
being inhaled by the chimney, they’d
disappear into it without bumping
into each other; an enviable ability to
avoid conflict unknown
to most families! So that’s
how Family Apododae, a little
taxonomy, made its way into
the song. Chaetura Palogica
is in there, too. Look it up.
Sandhill Sighting
While stomping through
the woods, I sometimes
like to bounce my voice
off a hill. It’s a total idiot’s
form of echo location. And
sometimes while out there
walking tunes and thoughts,
I’ll suddenly hear a sound that will stop me short to look up:
the mysterious chortle of migrating Sandhill cranes. You can’t
see them at first, only hear them. If you’re lucky you’ll finally
get a sighting of their distant V formation way up there, maybe
a mile high.
Thrush Song adapted from Wendell Berry’s poem:
Thrush song, stream song, holy love
That flows through earthly forms and folds,
The song of Heaven’s Sabbath fleshed
In throat and ear, in stream and stone,
A grace living here as we live [...]
I go amazed
Into a maze of a design
That mind can follow but not know […]
There will always be a mysterious, ever-changing border
between what we know and don’t know that’s always a
bit blurred by what we believe and want to believe. As the
sphere of what we know expands, so does the perimeter of the
unknown. Somewhere in that expanse is life in the form of love
that “flows through earthly forms and folds.”
Into the Sky A meditation on place. The song opens with
a poem by the ancient Chinese poet, Li Po.
The birds have vanished into the sky,
and now the last cloud drains away.
We sit together, the mountain and I,
until only the mountain remains.
While hiking in the Arizona desert, I was struck by how
onset of nightfall was so silent compared to our sultry Indiana
night noises. I wondered what it would feel like to vanish into
a place. These Wendell Berry inspired words came to me:
There’s a road, leaves no trace, when a way becomes a
place. At the end of the song, the voices become human bird
song. Jun Kuribayashi and Naomi Dalglish choreographed a
dance to this song at our off-the-grid Ooolation singing camp

Sandhill Sighting with
woven arms.

There will always be a
mysterious, ever-changing
border between what we
know and don’t know.
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where we bounce our voices off
the Sierra mountains.
The first few bars of The
Peace of Wild Things quote the melody of a thousand-year-old hymn
from the Republic of Georgia. The poem by Wendell Berry is about
the solace of the wilds. Here under “the day blind stars, waiting with
their light…in the grace of the world,” we find peace.
You there in the Stars was inspired by a blind girl’s experience
of a meteor shower through the exclamations of her friends, as they
lay on the ground, heads on each other’s stomachs. This song uses a
pan pipe/singing style called Hindewhu utilized by the forest people
of central Africa. It creates a boisterous percussive sound that hunters
use to announce their homecoming, but it’s not unlike a bunch of
teenagers announcing their sighting of a shooting star.
Tango Fusion Dance Our daughter Mia teaches Argentine
Tango in Boston. Tango music and dance celebrates the poetry
of closeness. Back in the experimental theater movement of the
early 70’s an imaginative dance company, Pilobolus, invented a
vocabulary of visually stunning and organic forms with connected
bodies, often defying gravity. In collaboration with tango master and
choreographer Fernanda Ghi, Mia and her partner Jun Kuribayashi,
a twelve year veteran of Pilobolus, are creating a new genre. Mia has
described the piece as an extraordinary walk in the park.
Walking in the Cradle of Our Land celebrates the exhilarating
wonder of gravity and ascension born out of hikes through the
exposed rock of the American west and the deep forested wilds of
Indiana. The diversity of forms made through these forces have a
music that melds beginnings and endings.
I wrote Bird Calls Dog the day our dog Augie was killed by a
hit and run taxi. The living embodiment of affection in our house
was suddenly gone. I didn’t know what to do, where to go. The lyrics
are simple. “Hear a way” becomes “Here’s a way” which becomes
“Here’s a way home.” There’s a wordless zone of meanings found
in music and images of the wilds. There are no real words for what
a dog is thinking or what a bird is singing, but creatures regard each
other, sing and call out and the light plays for a moment on the moss
of a tree trunk.
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Make it Right We sing our children and grandchildren
a lullaby called “That’s All Right” that we learned from the
singing of Laura Rivers in the Gullah culture of John’s Island,
South Carolina near Charleston where we lived for several
years. It’s such a soothing comfort song. I borrowed the
melody for a song of tribute to Toby Strout, the activist director
of Middle Way House. The song is a kind of New Orleans
style march calling people to action with the words Make it
right, make It right, we got a place in this world, make it right. New
verses were written for people seeking refuge from domestic
violence, and for the displaced lives being empowered by
Middle Way House.
Blackbird is Charlie Jesseph’s a-cappella arrangement
of the Beatles song. The lyrics, melody, and iconic moving
bassline form a wonderful song of hope and healing to those
whose lives are being revitalized by Middle Way House.
Pegasus Dreams of flying rarely involve sitting in an
airplane. Flight dreams allow for weightless leaping over
adversaries and walls, hovering above the tree tops, letting
go off a swing, and doing all of this without dying! This song
takes us into and out of moments of despair through dream
imagery. The end is a carousel of voices.
Broken Ground sets Wendell Berry’s poem exploring
reverence for gardening and the mystery of the seed with its
sensuous becoming’s from the ground:
[…]bud opening to flower
opening to fruit opening
to the sweet marrow
of the seed –
taken
from what was, from
what could have been.
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What is left
is what is.
Spring Returns sets a Wendell Berry poem about the
unstoppable arrival of spring, with its returning birds, wild flowers,
rain, floods, singing frogs and new lambs.
Pie R Pie An annual appetizer for the coming outdoor pie
party around the bonfire, this is a zany, quirky, doo wop mini
musical that chronicles the making of a pie with flying food
reaching the balcony of the BCT.
Walking on Air Inspired by gospel music, this piece celebrates
those moments when we are pulled out of our day-to-day world
into the vast resonance of life as in a meteor shower, the birth of a
newborn or the passing of an elder.
So pull on your woolies ‘n go hit the street,
Tonight the whole cast will be serving your treat!
And when you leave...check out the stars!
They’re out there somewhere, above all the bars.
In Spring, our star, the sun, will melt all the snows,
But tonight ‘round the corner... a warm fire glows!
There’s a part of that fire that no one can douse
And that’s the love that comes from Middle Way House!
You’re supporting a place on this cold wintry day,
Where love’s found a home and where love will not stray,
So we’ll all leave here singing. Please don’t be shy.
We’ll sing ‘round the corner to a bonfire and pie.
A piece of pie! A Pie of Peace!
Welcome to our winter feast!
Our hearts’ on our sleeves! Our banners unfurled!
For love that will l last... in a lasting world.
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A SCENE FROM NEAR MYTH:
THE OSKAR KNIGHT STORY

NEAR MYTH:

OSKAR
KNIGHT

Scott Fivelson chronicles the life and times of one of
Hollywood’s greatest directors, or does he?
Oskar Knight is so real, he really ought to be real. His
entire career is a shining example of why Hollywood has
always been the foremost place on the planet where reality,
myth and legend don’t just meet, they dance. But (spoiler
alert!) Oskar isn’t really real, except that he is now, since the
movie came out. This delightfully crafted, engagingly funny
mockumentary does for Tinsel Town what This is Spinal Tap
did for Heavy Metal: in the age of Alternative Facts, this is a
perfect Alternative Biopic.
The pun-gently titled Near Myth: The Oskar Knight Story
was born in the brain of writer-director Scott Fivelson, whose
wide-ranging creativity is all the more amazing because he
doesn’t get to live here in Bloomington. I caught up with him
at his home, somewhere in earthquake-prone, fire-ravaged,
mudslide-covered, traffic-choked, rain-inundated, droughtstricken Southern California.
RYDER: This was obviously a labor of love, Scott, and
when you come right down to it, it’s really a movie about
Hollywood – about Oscar Night as well as Oskar Knight.
You certainly understand how the movie industry works,
even when it doesn’t! So, how did you manage to use that
understanding to whack the Zeitgeist right between the eyes?
SCOTT: Ha! It’s true reality has been getting kind of
blurred lately in the media, and it’s nice to discover we’ve
made something that resonates in a timely way, but that wasn’t
in my mind when we started. I just loved the stories of these
great filmmakers so much that I wanted to have another one,
so we could enjoy his story....and miss him. Oskar is a largerthan-life character, a bit like Charles Foster Kane – in fact, this
picture is something of a tribute to Orson Welles.
RYDER: Who does appear, briefly, and Oskar’s right there
with him of course. Do you think people need to be serious
movie buffs to really “get” this movie?
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RICHARD FISH

SCOTT: Oh, no, not at all. I’ve had people tell me they really
liked the picture, thought it was very funny – and then said they’d
tried to find out more about Oskar and his movies online, and asked
why a Google search only turned up references to this movie!
RYDER: They actually thought--?
SCOTT: Yeah, they did. Of course the more you know about
movies, the more you’ll get out of it.
RYDER: Oh, yes! The detail is amazing, all the way through. All
those pictures of Oskar with the great stars and in famous places, so
perfectly chosen to evoke the era –
SCOTT: It’s up to the viewer to decide if we inserted Oskar, or
just found those pictures in Hollywood archives.
RYDER: It’s
great fun to spot
all the stars as they
flash on the screen,
but you move
right on because
you’re into the
story. It’s a great
story.

SCOTT FIVELSON

SCOTT: All
the best stories
are about people,
and that’s why
it’s the arc of a
life, a career, the
triumphs and the
struggles – Oskar
lived a long life,
you know, and
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he never gave up trying. If someone is
around long enough, they have a story
like this. And we do have some real
stars to help tell it.
RYDER: What Lolly Poppins
and Hedda Publicity used to call
“Hollywood Insiders?”
SCOTT: Yes, we had great luck
with the casting. We had some hot
young up-and-coming actors and some
well-established names – of course
Lenny Von Dohlen has done a lot of
things, from Miami Vice and Twin Peaks
to The Orville, and David Suchet was
brilliant as Hercule Poirot, and Margaret
O’Brien goes back to the 1940s, starting
as a child actress.
RYDER: She looked great, and I
loved seeing Noel Neill and Jon Provost,
from Superman and Lassie on TV –
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SCOTT: Yes! We had so many
wonderful experiences working on this
project.
RYDER: And it’s very funny.
Would you call this film a satire?
SCOTT: I’d call it a blend of satire,
comedy, whimsy, nostalgia...
RYDER: ...sort of a love letter to
Hollywood.
SCOTT: Love...but in the real
world. It can be poignant. There’s
heartache and heartbreak, but there’s
something really inspiring in Oskar’s
story, too.
RYDER: And we’re getting to see
the picture just as it’s coming out.
SCOTT: That’s true, and I’m
delighted it’s going to be shown in
Bloomington. It’s an independent
project, you know, and the whole team
that worked on the film – we’d like to
believe we’ve made something kind of
special. The Ryder Film Series is just the
sort of program that can really add to
the buzz, and Oskar always was a good
time – that’s what his friends always
said. I hope people will spread the
word, especially online.
RYDER: Well, Bloomington people
do tend to have a lot of connections.
I sure enjoyed it. Thanks, Scott, for
talking with us and giving us a movie
that is an ideal prelude to the Academy
Awards show on Sunday, March 4th. Got
any predictions?
SCOTT: Just that nobody’s going to
break Oskar Knight’s all-time record as
the Director with the most nominations.
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event h
• Stardusters Big Band; Player’s
Pub; 6pm; $7
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm; free
• Science Café; Bear’s Place; 6:30pm
• Ani DiFranco; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm
• Cinderella; IU Auditorium;
7:30pm
• Open Stage w/ Envy Debeauté;
The Back Door; 11pm; free
• Kizomba Social Dance Class;
Windfall Dancers (1101 N Dunn
St.); 8:45pm, $5
•

T H U R S D AY, M A R C H 1 S T
Ying Yang Twins; 2/23; The Bluebird; 9pm; $10

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19TH
• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• A Night in Havana: Tribute to
Celia Cruz; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm; free
•

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH
• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Blues Jam w/Forest Gras Band;
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Songwriter’s Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Valerie June; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21ST

• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm; free
• Creating Happiness-Lecture;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Open Stage w/ Envy Debeauté;
The Back Door; 11pm; free
• Kizomba Social Dance Class;
Windfall Dancers (1101 N Dunn
St.); 8:45pm, $5
•

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22ND

• Pushing Daisy’s; Player’s Pub;
10pm; $5
• Kyle Kinane; The Comedy Attic;
8pm; various prices
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Whiskey Myers; The Bluebird;
8pm; $15
• Vir Das and Asif Ali (SOLD OUT);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Free Salsa Lessons from
Arthur Murray Dance Studio;
Serendipity; 9-10pm
• All Stars Live Stream; The Back
Door; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, F E B R U A R Y 2 3 R D
• Ying Yang Twins; The Bluebird;
9pm; $10
• Dan Kirk Band; 19th Hole Sports
Bar; 8pm
• 3 Kings w/Jerry Miller; Player’s
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Pub; 5pm; free
• Kyle Kinane; The Comedy Attic; 8
& 10:30pm; various prices
• Shame w/The Gotobeds; The
Bishop; 11pm; $10
• Jazz on the Avenue-Alaina
Renae; Madame Walker Theatre;
6-10pm; $10
• The Birdland All Stars; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
• Everything Is Terrible! In
Bloomington!; The Back Door; 9pm
• Afro- Latin Dance Party;
Serendipity Martini Bar; 9pm,
Free
•

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH

• Kyle Kinane; The Comedy Attic; 8
& 10:30pm; various prices
• Chase Rice; The Bluebird; 9pm; $28
• Love Songs for a Lasting World;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Saving Yellowwood: A Short Film;
Brown County Playhouse; 7pm;
donations
• The Queer Cabaret; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25TH

• Saakumu; Player’s Pub; 1pm
• Btown Jazz Jam; Player’s Pub;
4pm; free
• Prettier Than Matt; Player’s Pub;
7pm
• Oscar Short Film Festival;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
•

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26TH
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27TH

• Blues Jam w/Cliﬀ & The
Guardrails; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Tuesday Tune Up feat. Ruth &
The Stones; The Bishop; 9pm; $5
• Pigeons Playing Ping Pong; The
Bluebird; 8pm; $15
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door; 8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28TH

• Kelsi Cote; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Greg Warren; The Comedy Attic;
8pm; various prices
• The Hotelier; The Bishop; 9:30pm; $13
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Cinderella; IU Auditorium;
7:30pm
• Free Salsa Lessons from
Arthur Murray Dance Studio;
Serendipity; 9-10pm
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia
Testing; The Back Door; 7-10pm
• All Stars Live Stream; The Back
Door; 7:30pm
• Rar Stay Sharp Dance Party; The
Back Door; 11pm
•

• 14th Annual Campus Superstar
2018 Semi-Finals; BuskirkChumley Theater; 5pm; free
• Oscar’s Party; The Back Door; 7pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, M A R C H 5 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• Window Horses-Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 5pm
•

T U E S D AY, M A R C H 6 T H

• Weekly Blues Jam w/King Bee &
The Stingers; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Andrea Gibson; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7TH
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Screaming Females w/Radiator
Hospital and Erin Tobey; The
Bishop; 9:30pm; $13 adv., $15 day
of show
• GPSG Talks; Bear’s Place; 6:30pm
• Open Stage w/ Envy Debeauté;
The Back Door; 11pm; free

F R I D AY, M A R C H 2 N D

• IU Jazz Studies Audition Weekend
Jam; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• The Blankenship Band w/The
Warm Bloods; Player’s Pub; 8pm;
$5
• Greg Warren; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm; various prices
• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 9pm; $5
• Texas Troubadours; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
•

S AT U R D AY, M A R C H 3 R D

• Dizgo w/Huckleberry Funk; The
Bluebird; 10pm; $5
• Jessica Brita-Segyde; Player’s Pub;
2pm; $5
• Honky Tonk Happy Hour w/Blue
Diesel Ramblers; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• Soul Street; Player’s Pub; 8:30pm
• Greg Warren-Kid Friendly
Matinee; The Comedy Attic; 5pm;
various prices
• Greg Warren; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm; various prices
• A Saint Patrick’s Celebration
w/the Irish Rovers; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Brown County Youth Music
Showcase; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Annual Heirloom Seed Sale;
Wylie Houe’s Morton C. Bradley
Jr. Education Center; 10am-4pm
•

S U N D AY, M A R C H 4 T H

• Btown Jazz Jam; Player’s Pub;
4pm; free

Dan Kirk Band; 2/23; 19th Hole Sports
Bar; 8pm
•

T H U R S D AY, M A R C H 8 T H

• Spoken Word Series Sponsored
by Writers Guild of Bloomington;
Player’s Pub; 6pm; $5
• Moses Storm; The Comedy Attic;
8pm; various prices
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Quinn XCII; The Bluebird; 8pm;
$18
• A League of Their Own-Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7pm
• Free Salsa Lessons from
Arthur Murray Dance Studio;
Serendipity; 9-10pm
• All Stars Live Stream; The Back
Door; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, M A R C H 9 T H

• Forest Gras Experience; Player’s
Pub; 5pm; free
• Moses Storm; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm; various prices

RYDER

horizon
• Hyryder-Grateful Dead Tribute;
The Bluebird; 9pm; $10
• Twist the Night Away; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, M A R C H 1 0 T H
• Kade Puckett; Player’s Pub; 5pm;
free
• The Dynamics; Player’s Pub;
8:30pm; $8
• Moses Storm; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm; various prices
• Hairbangers Ball w/Flannel 90s;
The Bluebird; 9pm; $8
• Twist the Night Away; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, M A R C H 1 1 T H

• C.J. Chenier and the Red Hot
Louisiana Band; Player’s Pub;
7pm; $15
• Epic: Motion and Grandeur;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 6pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, M A R C H 1 2 T H

• The Matchsellers w/ The
Hammer & The Hatchet; The
Bishop; 7pm; $5
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

T U E S D AY, M A R C H 1 3 T H

• Weekly Blues Jam w/WhistleBit;
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14TH
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Open Stage w/ Envy Debeauté;
The Back Door; 11pm; free
•

T H U R S D AY, M A R C H 1 5 T H
• Alexander-Lee & Thee Vatos
Supreme; Player’s Pub; 6pm; $5
• Sam Morril; The Comedy Attic;
8pm; various prices
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• The Steel Woods; The Bluebird;
8pm; $10
• Free Salsa Lessons from
Arthur Murray Dance Studio;
Serendipity; 9-10pm

• All Stars Live Stream; The Back
Door; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, M A R C H 1 6 T H

• The McDonalds; Player’s Pub;
5pm
• Sam Morril; The Comedy Attic; 8
& 10:30pm; various prices
• Here Come The Mummies; The
Bluebird; 8pm
• An Intimate Evening of Songs and
Stories w/Graham Nash; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
• Twist the Night Away; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, M A R C H 1 7 T H
• Sam Morril; The Comedy Attic; 8
& 10:30pm; various prices
• Karaoke League; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• Pam Thrash Retro; The Bluebird;
9pm; $5
• Twist the Night Away; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, M A R C H 1 8 T H

• Btown Jazz Jam; Player’s Pub;
4pm; free
• Garden of Joy; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Tigers Jaw w/Yowler and
Looming; The Bishop; 8pm; $16
adv., $18 day of show
• “Love vs. Kentucky”: The
Marriage Equality Case-Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, M A R C H 1 9 T H

• Barrie & Daguerreotype; The
Bishop; 9pm; $7
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

T U E S D AY, M A R C H 2 0 T H

• Weekly Blues Jam w/O2R Blues
Band; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Mitski (SOLD OUT) w/Half Waif;
The Bishop; 9pm; $18
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Cabaret; IU Auditorium; 8pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21ST

MARCH 2018

F R I D AY, M A R C H 2 3 R D

• Justin’s 38th Birthday Bash w/
King Bee & the Stingers; Player’s
Pub; 8pm
• Dana Gould; The Comedy Attic; 8
& 10:30pm; various prices
• Ladies First A Cappella-Spring
Concert; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm
• 20th Annual Dance Workshop;
Neal Marshall Black Cultural
Center; 2pm; to register: http://
www.indiana.edu/~aaai/
aadcworkshop17.shtml
•

•

THURSDAY, MARCH 29TH

• Mark Normand; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm; various prices
• Rostam w/Sam Buck; The Bishop;
9:30pm; $15
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Free Salsa Lessons from
Arthur Murray Dance Studio;
Serendipity; 9-10pm
• All Stars Live Stream; The Back
Door; 7:30pm

S AT U R D AY, M A R C H 24 T H
• Kate Laine; Player’s Pub; 5pm;
free
• Otter Bros; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Dana Gould; The Comedy Attic; 8
& 10:30pm; various prices
• Another Round Spring Concert;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm
• 2nd Annual Shimmy and Shake;
Brown County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• 20th Annual Dance Workshop;
Neal Marshall Black Cultural
Center; 9am; to register: http://
www.indiana.edu/~aaai/
aadcworkshop17.shtml
•

S U N D AY, M A R C H 2 5 T H

• Btown Jazz: Future of Jazz
Concert; Player’s Pub; 1pm; free
• Set It Oﬀ; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 6:30pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, M A R C H 2 6 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

T U E S D AY, M A R C H 2 7 T H

• Jason & Ginger; Player’s Pub;
6pm
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Cabaret; IU Auditorium; 8pm
• Open Stage w/ Envy Debeauté;
The Back Door; 11pm; free
• Open Stage; The Back Door; 11pm
•

• Weekly Blues Jam w/Jack Whittle
Band; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Tuesday Tune Up feat. Ruth &
The Stones; The Bishop; 9pm; $5
• Be More Awards; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
•

• Bone Thugs-N-Harmony; The
Bluebird; 9pm; $20
• Pushing Daises; Player’s Pub;
10pm; $5
• Dana Gould; The Comedy Attic;
8pm; various prices
• S. Carey w/Gordi; The Bishop;
9:30pm; $15

• Stardusters Big Band; Player’s
Pub; 6pm; $7
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Soccer Mommy w/Madeline
Kenney; The Bishop; 9:30pm; $8
• Science Café; Bear’s Place; 6:30pm
• Open Stage w/ Envy Debeauté;
The Back Door; 11pm; free

THURSDAY, MARCH 22ND

Dizgo w/Huckleberry Funk; 3/3; The
Bluebird; 10pm; $5

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Victor Gama: Pieces for Acrux and
Toha; Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7pm
• Free Salsa Lessons from
Arthur Murray Dance Studio;
Serendipity; 9-10pm
• All Stars Live Stream; The Back
Door; 7:30pm
•

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28TH

Bone Thugs-N-Harmony; 3/22; The
Bluebird; 9pm; $20
•

F R I D AY, M A R C H 3 0 T H

• Anna Wrasse; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• Mark Normand; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; various prices
• Jazz on the Avenue-Allison
Victoria; Madame Walker Theatre;
6-10pm; $10
•

S AT U R D AY, M A R C H 3 1 S T
• Joe and Stacey; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Sheila Stephen & The Rodeo
Monkeys; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Mark Normand; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; various prices
• Arts Start Up Seminar; BuskirkChumley Theater; 10:30am
• The Banﬀ Mountain Film Festival
World Tour; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
• Grease Sing-a-long Version;
Brown County Playhouse; 7pm
•

S U N D AY, A P R I L 1 S T

• The Banﬀ Mountain Film Festival
World Tour; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 5pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, A P R I L 2 N D

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
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A MOMENT OF SCIENCE
CO-HOSTS DON GLASS AND YAËL KSANDER ARE JUST GETTING STARTED

W

hat were you doing at 4:58 pm on February 28th, 1988? Think real hard. Listening to WFIU – that’s the
correct answer. And if you were listening to WFIU, you would have heard the very ﬁrst episode of A
Moment of Science, titled “Benjamin Franklin’s Swatches on the Snow.” Is there snow on the ground as
you are reading this? If so, and if you listened to that ﬁrst episode, and if you retained just a little bit of what
you heard 30 years ago, then chances are you are dressed properly. If not, well, maybe it’s warm out.
A Moment of Science is celebrating its 30th anniversary. Over the years, the program has become an integral
part of the cultural landscape of Bloomington. How did it begin? Where is it going? We sat down at a local café
with co-hosts Don Glass and Yaël Ksander to talk about the past, the future, and all things in between.
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Photo: Adam Schwartz
[DG]: I think there are two cool parts. The ﬁrst one is learning
cool stuﬀ. And the other (gesturing towards Yaël) is working with
her.
[YK]: Awwww!
[RYDER]: So in other words, this show wasn’t really that good
before she joined?
[YK]: (laughter) Yeah, that’s pretty much what he’s saying….
[DG]: Actually, it wasn’t.
[YK]: There’s a funny story about how we segued into my tenure, but I don’t want to accelerate things…
[DG]: The long answer to your question is, the shows are better.
They’re certainly better for us to perform, so to speak. I think they’re
better to listen to when there are two people doing it, especially when
there’s a man and a woman, which is something I insisted on-[RYDER]: There’s that sexual tension.
[YK]: (laughing) When we have sex on the show, which we often
do, it usually has to do with the hermaphroditic qualities of worms
or something like that. Usually when we have a little of that piquant
touch there, it’s Don saying something like “I wish my mom would
stop signing me up for these online dating services.” We’ll have
things like that, but we don’t usually explore the, you know, sexual
tension between us, because that’s just obvious.
[DG]: Sometimes there is a sort of tension, not in a sexual sense,
but in a gender sense
[RYDER]: Has the show evolved since Yaël has been part of it?
Was there a deﬁning moment where something clicked?
[DG]: It’s been an evolution.
[RYDER]: But if I were to listen to an early episode, say the
fourth episode with Yaël--

TURNS 30

INTERVIEW BY PETER LOPILATO
RYDER:

So, 7,000 episodes?

YAËL KSANDER: Is that right!? I know that Don and I have
done about 4,000 together.
DON GLASS: I’ve lost count. I think it’s between 7,400 and 7,500.
[RYDER]: Which was the best one?
[DG]: The one we just did.
[RYDER]: What’s the coolest part of doing the show?

MARCH 2018

[YK]: So much has changed. The bottom line is our relationship,
which is real. We aren’t just hired guns showing up and doing
voiceover….We were joking earlier that it really is like The Sonny
and Cher Show (laughing)….Don and I have just gotten to be
better and better friends over the years and so a lot of that comes
through. And so when he ﬁrst hired me to do this show, I didn’t
know him very well and I was on my best behavior (more laughter). Now, I’m extremely disobedient and he puts up with me.
And he lets me make fun of him all the time.
[DG]: And the writers have sensed that.
[YK]: Yeah, right, they’ve responded.
[DG]: A lot of credit has to be given them, because when they
write the scripts, we ‘just’ read them, but the creativity’s behind
them.
[RYDER]: How involved are you? Do you sometimes revise the
scripts?
[YK]: Yeah, he does a lot on the front end.
[DG]: I’m the producer’s last editor. So the writers send the
scripts to me after I approve what they’re doing in the ﬁrst place.
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Then, if it needs some tweaking, I ask them to do it. I mean, I
could do it, but they’re paid to do it. They’re also very good at it.

[RYDER]: Each episode is two minutes on the air. How much
time goes into preparing each episode?

[RYDER]: How many writers are there?

[YK]: Yeah, good question. Like all radio, oh my goodness.

[DG]: Let’s see. Oh, this numbers thing. I’ll have to go through...
(mentions several names under his breath while counting) Is that
ﬁve? Oh, six.

[DG]: It takes hours.

[RYDER]: Are they also researchers, or are they just writers?
They’re researchers as well, right? You’re not just pulling the
Encyclopedia Britannica oﬀ the shelf and reading from that?

[YK]: You know, ﬁlm production, TV production, radio production….
[RYDER]: Speaking of ﬁlm production, when are you going to
pitch Moment of Science to a Hollywood studio?

[YK]: No. There’s a lot of vetting that goes on.

[YK]: Yeah! Who’s going to play you, Don?

[DG]: They come with the ideas and I say ok, this’ll work. Then
they research it, which means probably browsing the web to
look up stuﬀ. They see an article in a magazine and pattern the
script after the information in that article. Several articles for that
matter. It might not just be one. Then, once we get the tweaking
done, all the programs are sent to a scientist. So we’re not just
going to rely on what somebody reads in the New York Times.

[RYDER]: George Clooney.

[RYDER]: No fake news.
[DG]: Did you see my letter-to-the-editor the other day?
[YK]: Did they put it in?
[RYDER]: You had a letter in the New York Times?
[DG]: No, I wish it was. It was in the H-T….So each script is
checked by a scientist. Which is not foolproof, but it certainly
gives it a certain amount of authority by having them check it because sometimes they disagree.
They might say that article in
the Times left out this or it left
out that. So they’ll help us
correct that.

[YK]: George Clooney! Who do I want? Scarlett Johansson.
(laughter)
[DG]: Stephen Colbert can play me. Stephen Colbert or Chevy
Chase.
[YK]: Chevy Chase? He’s too goofy.
[DG]: That’s what I like about him.
[RYDER]: Has there ever been a question or a topic that you
would not discuss? Maybe something that might be politically
sensitive?
[YK]: We think about the political ramiﬁcations all the time, and
we’re not interested in putting people oﬀ. So a lot of times, we’ll
have to tweak the language in order not to make untoward sug-

[YK]: And originally, for the
scientists, we drew upon on the
resources that we had here at
IU. In fact, as the show came
together, that was the idea,
that we would take the name
of Indiana University and our
signiﬁcant scientiﬁc resources
to the world… Don, why don’t
you explain the origin story.
[DG]: Paul Singh was a professor in physics, and he was
coming home from a ﬁshing
trip with one of his sons and
they were listening to StarDate on the radio. And either
he or his son said “If they can
do that with astronomy at the
University of Texas, why can’t
we do something with general
science?” I was concerned that
it might be a little esoteric. But
Paul convinced me. His point
was to bring science to the
people.
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gestions. For example, the other day we had
a script about how drones were being used to
measure and collect and photograph the stuﬀ
that whales blow out of their spouts. They’re
using drones to do that. And the ﬁrst line was
just a real casual: “You know, Don, drones are
pretty cool!” I think we had to tamp that down
a little bit. Because obviously, drones are used
for warfare.
[DG]: I wasn’t thinking about the military
part of it. Drones can be just a disaster if people aren’t careful how they use them. They can
wreck airlines.
[YK]: In radio you get only one chance. People can turn you oﬀ real quick.
[RYDER]: Do you ever tackle subjects like
climate change or evolution?
[YK]: Oh yeah. We don’t stray away from
provocative subjects.
[DG]: They’re provocative to some people
and not others. We deal with the science.
[RYDER]: So how do you feel about the
current administration dismissing scientiﬁc
research?
[YK]: That’s why we think now the program’s
more important than ever, because, like on
that bumper sticker, “science is true whether
you believe it or not.” So just getting people to
think about how things work and the fact that
there are these laws that determine …
[DG]: But at the same time, we’re going to
look at the science, not the political aspects…
[YK]: So we refrain from moralizing or putting the stamp of approval on things.
[RYDER]: How many takes does the average
episode require?
[DG]: Two point something.
[YK]: 99% of them have no overdubbing. We
record it like old radio theater. We do it in one
take, whether or not that take takes 17 takes
to get. We don’t splice things together, so the
interaction you’re hearing is real life interaction. And we have to get all the way through a
two minute thing with the music underneath
us without screwing it up.
[RYDER]: Do you record back to back episodes? Do you record ﬁve or six at a time?
[DG]: Six a week. It takes about an hour and
a quarter, which isn’t too bad.
[YK]: It has been an incredible school for me
in terms of voice work because I remember

MARCH 2018
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WE WERE JOKING
EARLIER THAT A
MOMENT OF SCIENCE
REALLY IS LIKE THE
SONNY AND CHER
SHOW.

— YAËL KSANDER

looking at these scripts that were two minutes long, and thinking
how in the heck am I going to get through all of this without screwing up. And it used to scare me so much. It’s so unforgiving. If I’m
reading a newscast live and I stumble, no biggie, right? But for this,
we don’t do stumbles, so it’s been a way of trial by ﬁre. It’s been a
great way to learn actually, like boot camp.
[RYDER]: Where do you see Moment of Science in ten years?
[DG]: Oh, man. Who would have thought we’d be here for 30
years? I don’t know. Probably the way it is now, in terms of radio.
[RYDER]: What about podcasts?
[YK]: Yeah Don, talk about how much action they get.

host with Don. So [turning to Don] you were thinking maybe you
were going to record her an ISDM line, but that was going to be
pretty expensive.
[DG]: Or just have her record scripts and send them back. But it
was too cumbersome to work. Really complicated.
[YK]: Yeah, you were kind of ﬂummoxed about how to proceed.
Then, in comes unsuspecting me. I don’t know how you just
thought to “give the new girl a try.”
[DG]: I can’t remember that part either. I must have heard you.
I would never just take somebody oﬀ the streets.
[YK]: I’ll tell you, I was pretty thrilled because I had enjoyed the
program for a couple of years before joining the station. I was
very excited and Don said, “Well, come over on Thursday and
you can audition. You’re an unknown quantity and Angela and
I had this rapport going, but it’s getting kind of diﬃcult, so why
don’t you just come in and give it a try.” And so I came in on a
Thursday and we recorded some scripts. I was thinking I was
auditioning, right? I was waiting for the other shoe to drop; then
he said “come in next Thursday and we’ll do some more.” Then
he didn’t have to remind me to come in on Thursdays and then
about ﬁve years later, I said “Don, did I pass the audition? Or are
you going to give it back to Angela?” He never told me.
[DG]: I never even thought of it. I don’t know if it’s a male/female thing or not, but I kind of assumed that you’d already been
doing it for ﬁve years that maybe you’d assume you had it.

[DG]: I was getting to that because in some people’s minds, radio
is dead. Traditional broadcasts, that is. And the fact is, there may
be some truth to that. Some people still listen to the radio, but
they’re older people. Other people listen to their own music on
their phone. They listen to what they want, when they want.

[RYDER]: I’d like to end with a quote and ask you to respond: “All
of our science, measured against reality, is primitive and childlike.”

[YK]: We only listen to podcasts. I say we, but I mean 30-yearolds do that.

[RYDER]: Nobody important. I’ll tell you who said it after you
respond. [which we forgot to do; the quote is from Albert Einstein.]

[DG]: The whole media environment is changing so rapidly, and
I’m not keeping up with it. I’m doing radio. As long as people
want radio programs, that’s’ what I’ll do. If they want something
else, somebody else can do that. I’m not criticizing it. It’s just the
way i approach it.

[YK]: I feel somewhat agnostic about everything – that there’s so
much more to discover than we can even begin to grapple with

[YK]: Luckily, the station has had the foresight to adapt and
make the program available.

[YK]: Right . . .my father as a child had leeches put on him as a
way of bringing down a fever – I mean, it was in another country
and 70 or 80 years ago but still –

[DG]: They just branched out to the web and its’ been very
successful. In 2017, A Moment of Science got over two million site
visits. Two million! That’s 45% of WFIU’s website activity. I can’t
act like a total idiot and pretend it’s not happening.
[YK]: He doesn’t like it.
[DG]: I don’t dislike it. I think it’s ﬁne. Obviously, more people
are hearing it, just in a diﬀerent way. I’ll have to ask the people
who analyze the website, but I wonder if more people are using
the podcast than just going to the website and listening to it. My
guess is they probably are. It’s a bit more cumbersome to go the
website and click on the script and click on the audio.

[YK]: Who said that?

[RYDER]: Every three years we learn that a healthy diet is different than we thought it was three years earlier.

[DG]: They use maggots to clean wounds. Maggots only eat
dead tissue so they use them to heal really bad wounds that have
dead tissue around them – we covered that on a show about ten
years ago.
[YK]: We like to do gross-out scripts on the program. Scripts about
maggots and roadkill? – they’re memorable! Like naked mole rats.
One time I asked Don, “What does a naked mole rat look like? Is it
like a possum?” This was completely unscripted. Don said -- this is
a direct quote: “A naked mole rat makes a possum look like Raquel
Welch!” (loud laughter; people in the café are staring)

[RYDER]: So Yaël, tell us the story of how you became co-host.

[RYDER]: Not too many people reference Raquel Welch anymore. She might be appreciative.

[YK]: I had just joined the station in the Fall of 2000. At the same
time Angela Mariani was leaving for Texas--she had been the co-

[DG]: If she ever saw a naked mole rat, I don’t think she’d be
ﬂattered.
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By K e n n e th S h a f e r
[editor’s note: this is the second in a series of articles about the
electronic and dance music scene in Bloomington. If you missed the
first installment you can catch up. Visit TheRyder.com.]

T h e Gen e sis o f E l ectroni c Mus i c

There’s no way a magazine article can do full justice to
exploring the roots of electronic music and its dance music
variation, but justice be damned, there can be no significant
understanding without at least touching on the history.
The modern incarnation of the electronic synthesizer can
be largely attributed to inventors and engineers Robert Moog
and Donald Buchla, who designed and produced their units
beginning in the mid-1960’s. As with any new technology,
these early units were quite expensive, and so their use was
restricted to only film producers and big name rock acts who
could carry the cash to buy them.
It would not be until the 1980’s that we began to see the
popularization and democratization of electronic music. This
trend was made by the confluence of four tendencies, two
technological, one sociocultural, and one that can only be
thought of as a completely fortuitous accident.
The first technological breakthrough was the advent of
the microprocessor. It is no coincidence that the affordability
of electronic synthesizers occurred at the same time as the
introduction of the personal computer. IBM’s first floppy-based
PC and PC/XT with a hard disk, released in 1981-1982 were
powered by an Intel 8088 processor. The 8088, running at 4.77
mHz, soon found competition from a Z80 manufactured by
Zilog, which ran at a “blazingly” fast 7.16 mHz.
Those of you with a fine-tuned sense of irony will
chuckle at the fact that Zilog during 1980 – 1989 was a shortlived subsidiary of Exxon, which implies that Big Oil had a
substantive role in the creation and promulgation of this type
of music.
Just as the microprocessor was to make computing
available to the masses, so would it do so for making electronic
synthesizer music available to musicians, driving down the
prices tremendously. In short order,
synthesizers and drum machines
using the Z80 as their engine hit the
market, classic and very influential
hardware like Sequential Circuits’
Prophet 5 and Prophet 10 polyphonic
synths and Drumtrax drum machine,
the Roland Jupiter 8, the Oberheim
OB-8 polyphonic, the Memory
Moog, Roland MC4 Microcomposer
/ Sequencer, the Moog Source, the
Akai 2700, and others.
The second groundbreaking
technological advance was the
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creation of the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)
standard in 1983. Prior to it, synthesizers and keyboards could
inter-operate only by an analog electrical standard called CV / Gate
(for Control Voltage), and there were two competing incompatible
implementations, one followed by Sequential Circuits, Moog, and
Roland, and another by and Korg and Yamaha. Dave Smith of
Sequential Circuits and Roland’s Ikutaro Kakehashi collaborated
and released the standard into the public domain, the invention of
which would have possibly made them billionaires today if they had
tried to patent it themselves. The MIDI interface allows practitioners
to interconnect all kinds of electronic equipment, synths, drum
machines, samplers, effects units, drum machines, even light shows –
the list goes on and on.
The third significant influence is sociocultural. As a backlash to
the indulgent excesses of the progressive rock era, with its overly
produced sounds, punk rock made its debut in the late 1970’s,
followed by its cousin New Wave. This created some breathing room
for electronic experimentation that had not existed before. Building
upon the disco sound, today’s dance music can also be heard in its
synth-pop forerunners of the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.
Dan Sicko documents this in his treatise “Techno Rebels – The
Renegades of Electronic Funk”:
“One could hear New Wave’s offbeat and eclectic ingredients
working themselves out in Detroit’s early electronic records, where
groups like Human League, the B52’s, and Visage were reconciled
with Eurodisco, the midwestern funk of George Clinton, Zapp, the
Ohio Players, and subconsciously, the Soul of Motown.”
The last influence to mention is nothing more and nothing less
than a historical and serendipitous accident of immense proportions.
In the early 1980’s, the Roland Corporation released two
compact electronic music boxes: the TB-303 Bassline synthesizer,
and its companion TR-606 Drumatix drum machine, which could be
synchronized together by a 5-pin cable which was the forerunner of
the MIDI cable. These were explicitly but ineffectively marketed to
rock guitarists, to provide a rhythm section for them to practice with
alone.
It was not long before this was recognized as a complete
commercial failure. The drums
of the TR-606, well, being analog
electronics, just didn’t sound like
real drums. And neither did the
mechanical sounding electronic bass
of the TB-303 sound like a real electric
bass guitar. Scores of TR-606’s and
TB-303’s hit the pawn shops. This
was to have wholly unintended and
unforeseen consequences.
From a 2002 article in Wired
magazine:
“Earl “Spanky” Smith picked
up a 303 in a Chicago secondhand
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music store and took it back to his place, where his musical
partner, Nathaniel Jones, tinkered with the box. Jones, who was
beginning to DJ under the name Pierre, played with a row of knobs
– Resonance, Decay, and Cut Off Freq – for adjusting the bassline;
the controls were meant to be set, then left alone during recording
or rehearsal. But Pierre programmed a bassline, hit the Run button,
then cranked each of the knobs to its upper limit as the bassline
was playing back. The 303 reacted with a piercing, almost obscene
screech.
“Spanky was saying, ‘Keep doing it, keep doing it!’” Pierre
remembers. “It wasn’t meant to squeak and squeal and all that
kinda stuff. We just knew it sounded weird and energetic and
funky. We thought, ‘Wow, this thing is really a jolt of lightning!’ So
we taped it and took the tape to [legendary DJ] Ron Hardy’s place,
the Music Box. We played it, and by the third time people were
going crazy.”
Though they didn’t know it at the time, by adding the warped,
druggy 303 sound to then-standard club beats, Pierre and Spanky
had invented a new genre of dance music: acid house.
In no time at all, electronic and dance music trailblazers in
Chicago and Detroit were picking up these boxes at the pawn
shops for pennies on the dollar, as they began the popularization
of this wholly new type of music. They found a music fanbase
who reveled in the sheer artificiality of those sounds! Today, those
same boxes sell on ebay for as much as ten times their original 1982
dollars.
Roland ceased production of the TB-303 many years ago.
But its recognizable squeaky squawky sound lives on in many,
many hardware emulations and sampled sounds. In fact, Roland
recently introduced machines which use digital emulation of the
TB-303’s analog sounds, the TB-3 Bassline and a lookalike clone,
the TB-03 Bassline. Other firms such as Cyclone Analogic, Abstrakt
Instruments, Analogue Solutions, and x0xb0x manufacture clones,
and how well they replicate the sound of the original Roland TB303 is a subject of endless debate in facebook synthesizer group
forums.
As far as drum machines go, Roland at about the same time
extended upon the TR-606 by releasing the TR-808 which was a
big improvement with its multiple audio outputs for the different
drums, and the TR-909, which was the first drum machine to
implement MIDI.
These four machines were pivotal to the evolution of disco into
the multiple electronic genres of dance music. And their sounds
carry on through today. In fact, there are those music critics who
contend that the manufacturer and model of music hardware
used is essentially indicative of the genre of electronic music being
produced.

T h e Ea r l y Blo o m in gton E x pe ri m e ntal and
E l e c t ro n ic Sce n e

Bloomington has a heritage of experimental music going back
nearly forever. In the mid-1970’s an avant-garde band called MX80 used no synthesizers, but did use their dual live drummers
and electric guitars in such an unusual and eclectic way that they
(nearly) defied description during that heavy-duty rock era. Selfproclaimed fans of musical anarchist Captain Beefheart and Frank
Zappa, they were alternately characterized as art dada, proto punk,
or perhaps most accurately of all, acid punk. Their music was so
out of the mainstream rock at the time that no music club in town
would book them, and they faced the ignominy of performing
multiple times only at the auditorium of the Monroe County Public
Library.
Thus locally unappreciated if not downright scorned for their
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ahead-of-their-time sound (their dual drummers presaged
the multiple drum machines now prevalent in dance music),
they headed out to greener pastures in San Francisco, where
they hooked up with kindred spirits Tuxedomoon and The
Residents, both of whom are still actively making music
today. Continuing to use traditional rock instruments, but
adding a healthy mix of electronic effects and synths, they
pushed the envelope of experimental synth-punk.
The Residents, in particular, explicitly stage in-yourface anonymity into their act, as their live appearances
and album covers always feature them wearing giant
eyeball heads, a performance meme that is also used to
great effect by the French dance band Daft Punk, who hide
behind Schwarzenegger de-fleshed Terminator style robotic
costumes, and even Bloomington’s own Shy Guy Says, who
uses a giant round-eyed emoji as his visual persona.
But the most significant roots of the Bloomington
electronic scene are traceable back to local electronic
enthusiast Mark Kunoff, who started a Bloomington
Electronic website in 2010 which was active through early
2015, when it was overtaken by its companion Bloomington
Electronic facebook page. Bloomington Electronic was
a virtual meeting space for the community’s electronic
musicians to congregate, collaborate, and publicize their
(rather limited) number of shows. During these early years,
unlike today, live acts predominated over DJ acts, although
DJs were also welcome. Interviews with local performers were
prominently and regularly featured.
Under the brand Speed of Sound, Bloomington Electronic
sponsored quite a number of shows at the Bluebird, Back Door,
the Root Cellar, and the now defunct Rachel’s Café, featuring
acts at the time like Shy Guy Says, DJ Flourish, Beauklu,
Dioxin One, DJ Gigante, Ersatz Modem, the Audiodics, and
many others.
The music was Drum ‘n’ Bass (DnB), Dubstep,
Experimental, Ambient / Drone, House, and various
amalgamations that defied any single genre.
This early trailblazing, mostly by live acts, slowly
but steadily gave way to the “Electronic DJ”, most of
whom emphasized more “danceable” beats as opposed to
“experimental eclecticism.”
They were able to build upon the continuity of dance
music in the LGBTQ scene. A bar called Bullwinkle’s (socalled because it was ensconced in the former Moose Lodge
building) held a consistent program of DJ’s playing dance
music throughout the 80’s, 90’s, and beyond. Bullwinkle’s was

“One could hear New Wave’s offbeat and
eclectic ingredients working themselves out
in Detroit’s early electronic records, where
groups like Human League, the B52’s, and
Visage were reconciled with Eurodisco, the
midwestern funk of George Clinton, Zapp, the
Ohio Players, and subconsciously, the Soul of
Motown.” –DAN SICKO
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Synthesizer Waveforms - The basis for music synthesis is the
construction and mix of only a few basic sound waveforms,
created by electronic oscillators.
located beneath the alt-rock, New Wave, punk club Second Story, but
both closed in 2006.
More than one local DJ and live performer challenged this
writer’s initial contention that beyond this historical niche the DJ
scene had no significant presence in Bloomington 18 months ago, but
in fact had been percolating for quite a while.
DJ Angst, who has a strong preference of House music, explained
“There has been a lively dance music scene for the past five years.
When we started back in 2011 it was definitely a little quieter with
less events, so our Riot Bootique event was pretty unique, but we
always drew a great crowd and had some really big parties. What has
definitely changed is the number of DJs and the number of events.”
DJ Troll confirmed that the scene has really taken off the last
couple of years: “I started DJing about 18 months ago. I think that
inspired new up and coming DJs to go for it and start planning
shows. It honestly could have been one of those, “If he can do it
so can I,” situations. I have noticed the amount of local DJs at least
tripled since I started.”
MADDOG agreed: “The electronic scene in Bloomington has
always been here. That’s the beauty of this town. There is music here
for everyone of every genre. You just need to look for it. A lot of my
inspiration for doing what I do came from watching friends perform
at house parties and what used to be The Jungle Room in the earlymid 2000’s. Guys like Action Jackson, Sleepy T, Phnm, Flufftronix,
Figure, and Wally Wonder who have all gone on to make names for
themselves outside of Bloomington. I spent my late teens-early 20s
watching these dudes and just being in awe of them. It wasn’t until
I got a little older and more confident in myself as a woman that I
realized this is something I can do too.”
Bad Psychic recalled: “I remember going to my first “rave”
at the Hotspot (where Btown Diner now resides) in ‘97 or 98’. The
scene here in the US was really taking off then. That place was
always busy and would draw kids from all over the Midwest
sometimes to see a specific DJ. Of course the scene is not the same as
it were back then, but I’m happy to see it’s slowly come back in the
past decade or so.
“Well when I started Bad Psychic 4 years ago, I was playing shows
with Ray Creature all the time because they were the only other
band in town doing something similar to what I was doing. I’ll
never forget when Natascha Buehnerkemper Jacob (drummer, vocals
for Ray Creature) pulled me aside as I was working at The Runcible
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Spoon and introduced herself to me. “Hey! Are you Bad Psychic? I’m in the band Ray
Creature and I live in a house called Butt Temple. Do you wanna play a show with us
there some time?” It was the kind of classic Bloomington interaction I live for. There
was also Dust From A Thousand Years, they’ve been playing in Bloomington a long
time. Also Hunter Child and Drekka. And then there were the noise dudes of the
Artifex Guild/Auris Apothecary realm (Dante Augustus Scarlatti, Lather, Noon, John
Flannely, etc) who messed around with electronics. That was over 4 years ago. But
I would agree that lately electronic music has been taking off more in Bloomington,
which is exciting to see.
“Also around that time, Amy Luxenburger was doing this incredible project
called Amy & The Dancebox. She recorded her songs with Jon Booth of Ray Creature
in 2014. Her album, Good Report Card, is perfect and so touching. She wrote
the whole album on a Casio keyboard with her friend Catherine Jewett singing
harmonies. She passed away not long after the songs were recorded and we’re all so
lucky to have her songs preserved, to have this memory of her.”
Another DJ, Sweater Disco, also challenged the contention that the recent spate of
electronic dance events is a new phenomenon: “That’s absolutely false, dance music
has had a place in the underground Bloomington scene for quite some time. A friend
of mine, who’s also an audio engineer/live-sound engineer in town, has been around
for several years (more than 4) and has told us stories about large warehouse parties,
and dance music events that have evolved and been thrown for years.
“A promoter/friend in Indianapolis has also commented on Bloomington’s
history of dance music, referencing loft parties and warehouse parties, similar to what
I’ve heard from other older dance music fans. I remember hearing about shows at
Dunnkirk and the Bluebird (2012-2014ish?) with huge national acts like Zeds Dead,
Kill the Noise, DJ Craze, RL Grime, Baauer, and Boyz Noise. The Bluebird even had
Bassnectar headline there in 2010, and Deadmau5, Feed Me, and Le Castle Vania did
an impromptu show there in 2011 after a rained-out show in Bloomington.”
“I would say that dance music “took off” (became more visible in this generation
of students’ college culture) about one to two years ago, mostly due to frats picking
up on EDM, and more college kids coming to school with some DJ experience
already.”
Another DJ, Danger Latte, confirmed the increase in popularity lately: “Yea! It’s
pretty crazy, it’s like we all came from nowhere all around the same time. My journey
started while living in Chicago, when I discovered house music by going to street
festivals and warehouse parties. After moving back to Bloomington the obsession
with the music grew to the point where I felt like I had no other choice than to start
DJing in the fall of 2015. Later that year I discovered Techno, which grew into an even
bigger obsession, especially when I realized that it was a seldom played genre at most
venues in Bloomington.”
A live act going by the stage name of FIIT still sees the local electronic scene in
its early stage: “Locally to Bloomington, EDM (Electronic Dance Music) is still
very fresh. When I first started performing live (summer 2015), I was not aware of
any other pure electronic dance oriented acts. A lot of my first FIIT shows were in
basements of houses often booked with rock acts that may have included electronic
elements into their music with a synthesizer or a drum machine, or booked with
experimental live PA (aka Personal Appearance) acts. The setting of these venues
was fine, but they did not stimulate a dance atmosphere. Since Acid/Techno is a
dance music, I was on the search for a better space and acts with similar intentions.
This is about the time I met up with a group of local DJ’s (Body Mechanics) that were
playing Acid/Techno music in their sets and at a particular club (Root Cellar). They
put me on a few of their shows as a live act and it worked out perfectly.”

T h e El e ctr o n ic Scene i n B l oom i ngton Now

There was a time when FM radio was the primary conduit to introduce new
music to a community, but local radio stations no longer satisfy that function, though
there are a couple notable exceptions.
Community radio WFHB has a Dance Music program called Beat Party, every
Saturday night from 10 pm to midnite. Featuring four or five DJ’s that rotate on a
regular basis, like Goodhands, Deejayspikes, Slique Monique, Dancin’ Don, Zeitgeist,
MADDOG, and Mark. WFHB’s Program Schedule, available on their website, has a
place to click on the DJ’s name and see their playlists for all of their recent broadcasts,
a very good resource if you’re trying to associating musician names with music.
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Aside from these local exceptions, those looking for dance music
MADDOG explains: “Beat Party is pretty unique - there’s
airplay turn to alternatives like Spotify, or music Soundcloud or
no rules really. You’re not restricted to EDM, House, or Hip
Hop. I know I personally like playing late 80s - early 90s House Youtube url’s passed around on facebook. Those who have Sirius XM
satellite radio receivers, increasingly popular options on autos, can
and Club with some late 90s - early 2000s Trance. But if I can
find four channels of interest. They are BPM (Channel 51), Electric
squeeze in some World music or Afro/Latin/Brazilian beats
Area (Channel 52), Chill (Channel 53), and Studio 54 (Channel 54.) An
then I do.
Internet streaming option is also available with Sirius XM.
“I know some DJs on the show are more Urban or Hip
Which brings us to how in Bloomington the dance music scene is
Hop based while others are more dance or club oriented. I
primarily a club scene, rather than a radio scene. One can find these
don’t think it really matters as long as it makes you move.
events even in home basement venues, via the Bloomington House
That’s kind of the great thing about WFHB and Local Radio in
Show Network facebook page. These are mostly too numerous and
general - you can tune in whenever and always get something
erratic to discuss in depth.
different. It’s not like tuning into a Top 40 station where you
That leaves us with the club scene to cover. The first installment
kind of always know what you’re going to get.
in this series, published last month, did this from the point of view of
“EDM and dance music have become much more
the club owners, managers, and booking agents.
mainstream in the past few years. So I would think there is
But now let’s put the audience first, front and center.
some cross-over in ‘sound’ you know what I mean? With
Not to take the obvious for granted, they were asked by The
mainstream radio and my sets on and off WFHB.
“Also as a DJ you get a lot of ‘requests.’ It’s not something Ryder at a number of recent events: “Uh, just why are you here?” Here
are a sample of their responses, nearly all of the attendees in their
that I condone but people kind of think that’s a thing you do go up to the DJ and ask them to play your
song. You hear that line in music all the
“Beat Party is pretty unique - there’s no rules. You’re not restricted
time ‘Hey so and so DJ play my favorite
song!’ so I think people kind of think
to EDM, House, or Hip Hop. I know I personally like playing late
that’s a thing. But what I’m getting at - is
because of that - at the club I’ll sometimes
80s - early 90s House and Club with some late 90s - early 2000s
play something that is a little more well
known that you may hear on popular
Trance. But if I can squeeze in some World music or Afro/Latin/
radio or MTV (if people still watch that
ha!) People kind of freak out if they don’t
Brazilian beats then I do.” – WFHB’S DJ MADDOG
hear Beyonce. So for instance if I’m at The
Back Door or another “dance club” I may
throw in a top 40 remix here and there to
keep people engaged.
early to mid-twenties.
Indiana University radio WIUX (99.1 FM) likewise is
John: “I like the energy. It’s a diverse crowd. Anybody can dance
another place on the radio dial. Though there is a fair amount
with anybody. I go out at least every couple weeks.”
of IU sports “talk radio” and a concentration of college radio
Matt, wearing a Chicago Cubs sweatshirt: “I like the looseness –
“indie rock,” you’re far more likely to encounter electronic
the absence of rules. Everything feels free. I don’t like music out of a
or dance music here than elsewhere. The signal is not
powerful, so its range is limited, but it reaches through most of jukebox – I want to see a performance!”
Kendra: “There’s complete freedom of expression. You can be
Bloomington proper.
anybody you want to. Nobody asks questions, because nobody
WIUX Event DJ Director Ethan Brown has a program
cares what you do with the rest of your time. Music drowns out a
called Inbound, Tuesdays 8 pm – 10 pm, which features
complicated world – and we can all connect. The main point is – it’s
predominantly house and dance music. Also, WIUX sends
all good! There’s a beat we can all get on with – all of us together! To
representatives to some national electronic music festivals,
have a good time! I try to go every week.”
with website coverage via reporter’s narratives and some
Mariah: “I like going to the festivals too, and not only electronic
musical excerpts. Recently Moogfest 2017, Durham NC, and
ones, but also like the Rothbury Music Festival.”
Movement 2017 – Detroit Electronic Music Festival have both
Emily: “It’s not just couples dancing. It’s everybody going
been covered in considerable depth, with lots of reviews.
with the flow. It’s PLUR – Peace, Love, Unity, and Respect. And
acceptance. Everybody is so nice – nobody is mean. Why, even
uptight people can be comfortable with this dance music! Why, just
look at them go – you just can’t make a fool of yourself!”
They mentioned attending with friends, but also meeting lots of
new people too. They also contrasted the scene with what they saw as
negative aspects of some of the “collegiate” hang-outs: “Some places,
all the guys want to know is what sorority you’re in – that’s just too
much like a clique! Nobody asks you that here! And people are nicer
besides.”
Now to move on to interviewing one couple – as a couple. See if
their answers were any different. Not really. Their names were Max
and Ally. Max was wearing a Napoleon Dynamite t-shirt.
Max and Ally: “We go out once or twice a week, usually on
TR-808 - The legendary TR-808 drum machine, launched in 1980, weekends. Sure, our circle of friends like this music too and we often
find out about events from them, but going to these events is how
favored by Chicago “house style” musicians.
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you make friends too. We usually learn of
happenings via facebook. We sometimes go
because we like the club but also sometimes
because we like the DJ who is playing.”
Now at first glance there’s not much
different here than what was present at the
Summer of Love 1967 in San Francisco, or
Woodstock, or Monterey Pop – but peel one
layer away from the onion and there is one
very, very important difference: The drum
machine does not get tired. It does not stop.
It keeps perfect time. And it does not miss a
single beat.
It’s impossible to overstate the
significance of this and its consequences.
Danny McKinley of the Root Cellar
touched on this when he said, echo’ing one
of his mainstay DJ’s: “DJ Angst said it best,
‘When it comes to EDM / electronic music:
the vibe, the performance, the audience,
the dance, the party will go ALL. NIGHT.
LONG.’”
That’s right. The performances feature
non-stop, seamless transitions from music
segment to segment, the whole night long.
There’s no lead vocalist announcing, “OK,
we’re gonna take a fifteen minute break and
then be back to play another set.” There’s
no interruption when one band leaves the
stage and the next one comes on. There’s
no occasional slow, sappy ballad to give the
musicians a bit of rest before they return
to their frenetic rockin’ pace. There’s no
narrative interlude with the obligatory and
now overused, “Hey, Bloomington, we love
ya and let me introduce the band!”
Once the DJ, or the live act, presses the
Play button on the first of dual DJ decks, or
the sequencer, there’s no stopping until the
night is over and last call for drinks has been
announced. Dual decks, whereby the DJ cues
up the next tune, matches the beat together
with the one already playing, sees to that.
One after another after another. And the dual
decks allow one DJ to leave and another to
come on smoothly.
Paradoxically, the freedom of
expression, the feeling of equality, the
connectedness of it all, which those
interviewed all articulated, is actually a
recognition of their submission to The Beat.
When you’ve got the groove on,
nothing else much matters. And The Dance
is as much a ritualistic subservience as it
is an expression of self identity or group
solidarity. Sure, you can wear a lizard
costume as a couple of dancers did at the
Video Saloon, or dress up like a peapod as
did one dancing fool enthusiast at Player’s
Pub, but you’re still a slave to the master
clock resident in the electronic hardware.
Give yourself over to the music, and the
music will set you free.
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Game Development Camp
is a rewarding experience
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interested in all genres of
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that powers them.
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